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LEARN TO READ WHILE HAVING FUN! Level 2 of this award-winning learn-to-read series

continues to help children develop the skills they need for independent reading success.The

Now I'm Reading! books offer a comprehensive approach that integrates the best of phonics

and storytelling to help young readers take their first steps toward reading success.Which bird

has the best nest—the one in the east or the one in the west? And will a dog dad and his pups

be able to find a tent to rent that only costs one cent? Find out with the stories in LEVEL 2:

RHYME TIME! Each story focuses on one specific rhyming sound (like -ing, -ent, or -ick), and

uses simple, clear text and a building-block approach to help beginning readers have fun while

learning key words.Inside this eBook, you'll find:· 10 stories with colorful illustrations and

engaging text· "After You Read" extended activity sections for each story· A Parent/Teacher

Guide to help you figure out the best ways to use these booksPerfect for ages 4 and up! Level

2 NIR readers focus on long- and short-vowel sounds, simple consonant sounds, fundamental

rhyming sounds, and beginning sight words.The concepts and skill progression in the NIR

series are aligned to meet Common Core State Standards. This book is Fountas & Pinnell

Level D/E; information on individual booklet levels and Lexile Measures is available at the Now

I'm Reading website.
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RHYME TIMEIntroductionBy completing Level One of the Now I’m Reading!™ series, your

children will have opened the doors to the world of imagination, knowledge, and understanding.

Now they are ready for a new challenge. The “just right” stories in Level Two, Rhyme Time, will

continue to help them form the foundation they need to become independent readers. Here in

Level Two, Rhyme Time, young readers get to practice and fine-tune their knowledge of short-

vowel sounds while learning about more complex word families that use digraphs and blends at

the end of words. As children identify rhyming words and read an increasingly complex range

of short-vowel words, they will increase their fluency and confidence as readers.What This

Series OffersAs in Level One, Level Two of the Now I’m Reading!™ series combines a

sequence of basic phonics skills with captivating stories, colorful illustrations, and lots of laughs

along the way. More specifically, the series includes these elements:• A phonics approach to

reading: Phonics is the use of letter-sound relationships to help youngsters identify written

words. The major purpose of learning phonics is to know how to translate a word’s written form

to its spoken form. The phonics approach helps children expand their vocabularies, which

strengthens their reading comprehension.• A literature-based approach: Each separate book

offers a complete plotline, with a beginning, a middle, and an end, which helps develop a

child’s understanding of “story.” The humorous text and lovable characters encourage your

child to retell the story in his or her own words. Reading aloud to your child is also

recommended and will help foster a love of language.• Ten rhyming word stories about

animals, which allow for practice with short-vowel words that use complex digraphs and blends

at the end of each word.• Simple, repetitive text that uses the same words throughout a given

story to provide the reading practice and the self-confidence your child needs to become a

successful reader.• A building-block pattern, in which each story begins with a few words and

progresses, a word or two at a time, to phrases, then to short sentences, and finally to longer

sentences toward the end of each book.• Colorful, fun-filled, detailed illustrations: The artwork

provides picture and context clues to enhance reading fun.• Extended activities: At the end of

each story there are questions that will reinforce your child’s comprehension and extend your

child’s understanding of the new words and skills in that story.• An appropriate, organized

sequence of skills (see glossary for terms) including:1. Consonants2. Short vowels (featured in

Level One)3. Consonant blends4. Consonant digraphs5. Short vowels within complex word

families6. Long vowels (featured in Level Two, Amazing Animals and Snack Attack)7. Long and

short vowels together (featured in Level Two, Amazing Animals and Snack Attack)8. Word

endings9. Sight wordsYou will find the particular skills, blends, endings, and sight words

contained in each story listed on the inside back cover of that book.How to Use These Books1.

Prepare with pre-reading. Look at the pictures with your child, and encourage him or her to tell

the story through the pictures. Before reading the books aloud to your child, familiarize yourself



with the sight words and skills on the inside back cover of each storybook. In doing this, you

can better guide your child in recognizing the new words and sounds as they appear in the

text.2. Read the books aloud to your child. To promote a connection for your child between the

spoken word and the printed word, point to the words as you read. Discuss the events in each

story with your child as you read. It is very appropriate to read and reread the same books. It is

also appropriate for your child to use the pictures as clues.3. Begin with reading in sequence.

Because the books are written in a purposeful sequence (Book 1 is the easiest and Book 10 is

the most challenging), we recommend that, for optimal success, your child read and practice

the books in number sequence the first few times. After that, as your child grows more

comfortable with the variety of sight words and skills, he or she can read the books in any

order, as one story does not depend on another with respect to content.4. Have your child read

to you. Encourage your child to point to the words as he or she reads. By pointing to each

word, your child will begin to understand that each word has a separate sound and is

represented in a distinct way on the page.5. Have your child read independently. This is the

ultimate goal. Your child should read independently to him- or herself or to other family

members and friends.Skills in Books 1 to 10Books 1 to 10 focus on short-vowel sounds while

introducing complex word families that create rhyming patterns at the end of words. In each

book, there is one specific short-vowel sound that your child will focus on. This will allow your

child to repeatedly practice this vowel sound as he or she applies new digraphs and blends to

the end of those words. Hearing and identifying rhyming words and patterns will be one of the

skills your child will practice in this set. In addition, your child will be exposed to an increased

number of sight words in each of the ten books. In fact, each book has eight or more sight

words for your child to practice!These books also introduce:• Word endings such as -s, -ed,

and -ing• Contractions such as let’s, don’t, and it’s• Initial consonant blends and digraphs• The

following rhyming word families: -an, -ot, -ack, -ock, -ing, -ick, -unk, -uck, -ent, -estThe

progression of skills from Books 1 to 10 follows an approved K-1 reading curriculum and

follows the recommended sequence of teaching phonics as found in authoritative phonics

books.These books are Fountas and Pinnell leveled.Glossary of TermsPhonics: The use of

letter-sound relationships to help youngsters identify written wordsSight Words: Frequently

used words, recognized automatically on sight, which do not require decoding, such as a, the,

is, and so on.Decoding: Breaking a word into parts, giving each letter or letter combination its

corresponding sound, and then pronouncing the word (sometimes called “sounding

out”).Consonant Letters: Letters that represent the consonant sounds and, except Y, are not

vowels: B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, X, Y, Z.Short Vowels: The vowel

sounds similar to the sound of a in cat, o in dog, i in pig, u in cub, and e in hen.Long Vowels:

The vowel sounds that are the same as the names of the alphabet letters a, e, i, o, and u.

Except for y, long-vowel words have two vowels in them. They either have a silent e at the end

of the word (for example home), or they use a vowel pattern or combination, such as ai, ee, ea,

oa, ue, and so on.
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child to repeatedly practice this vowel sound as he or she applies new digraphs and blends to

the end of those words. Hearing and identifying rhyming words and patterns will be one of the

skills your child will practice in this set. In addition, your child will be exposed to an increased

number of sight words in each of the ten books. In fact, each book has eight or more sight

words for your child to practice!These books also introduce:• Word endings such as -s, -ed,

and -ing• Contractions such as let’s, don’t, and it’s• Initial consonant blends and digraphs• The

following rhyming word families: -an, -ot, -ack, -ock, -ing, -ick, -unk, -uck, -ent, -estThe

progression of skills from Books 1 to 10 follows an approved K-1 reading curriculum and

follows the recommended sequence of teaching phonics as found in authoritative phonics

books.These books are Fountas and Pinnell leveled.Glossary of TermsPhonics: The use of

letter-sound relationships to help youngsters identify written wordsSight Words: Frequently

used words, recognized automatically on sight, which do not require decoding, such as a, the,

is, and so on.Decoding: Breaking a word into parts, giving each letter or letter combination its

corresponding sound, and then pronouncing the word (sometimes called “sounding

out”).Consonant Letters: Letters that represent the consonant sounds and, except Y, are not

vowels: B, C, D, F, G, H, J, K, L, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T, V, W, X, Y, Z.Short Vowels: The vowel

sounds similar to the sound of a in cat, o in dog, i in pig, u in cub, and e in hen.Long Vowels:

The vowel sounds that are the same as the names of the alphabet letters a, e, i, o, and u.

Except for y, long-vowel words have two vowels in them. They either have a silent e at the end

of the word (for example home), or they use a vowel pattern or combination, such as ai, ee, ea,

oa, ue, and so on.Consonant Blend: A sequence of two or more consonants in a word, each of

which holds its distinct sound when the word is pronounced. Consonant blends can occur at

the beginning or at the end of a word—as in slip or last or street.Consonant Digraph: A

combination of two consonant letters that represent a single speech sound, which is different

from either consonant sound alone. Consonant digraphs can occur at the beginning or the end

of a word—as in ship or fish.Literature-Based Reading: Using quality stories and books to help

children learn to read.Reading Comprehension: The ability to understand and integrate

information from the text that is read. The skill ranges from a literal understanding of a text to a

more critical-creative appreciation of it.How These Books Align with the Common Core

StandardsThe concepts and the progression of skills in these Now I’m Reading!™ books are in

alignment with the Common Core Standards. Each book meets the Kindergarten, First Grade,

and Second Grade standards 1-10 for Reading Literature, including:• identifying key details,

characters, setting, and major events• retelling a story in sequence• using picture clues to

assist in reading• engaging in reading experiences with purpose and understandingEach book

also meets the Kindergarten, First Grade, and Second Grade standards 1-4 for Reading

Foundational Skills, including:• demonstrating an understanding of print concepts• recognizing

the parts of a sentence• demonstrating phonological awareness and phonics and word

recognition• reading with fluencyThey also engage children in developing an understanding of

key elements in a story, and provide purposeful reading experiences that encourage

discussion, retelling, and enjoyment of story.
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Monkey Mommy, “Great After Bob Books Stage 2 Series!. My son started with the Bob Books

series and has completed Bob Books "Set 1: Beginning Readers", "Set 2: Advancing

Beginners", "Stage 2: Rhyming Words", and "Stage 1: Sight Words Kindergarten" from the Bob

Books series. Those books were becoming easy and we wanted something to challenge him a

bit, but not introduce too many new rules too quickly. The "Now I'm Reading Level 2: Rhyme

Time" was a perfect fit. The words are a bit more complex, but the rhyming pattern helps him to

decode and feel accomplished. Here are the skills listed on the back page of the first two books

we received in our pack of 10 readers as a sample of skills in the series: Book 1 "Slick Chick"--

vowel sound: short i; word family -ick; sight words: a, with, on, look, at, that, the, can, do, up, in,

is, and; word endings: -s, -ed; Initial consonant blends: sl, st, br, tr; initial consonant digraphs:

ch, th; final consonant digraph: -ck; Book 2 "Bring in the King"--vowel sound: short i; word

family -ing; sight words: in, the, with, a, to, on, like, what, is, that, those, have, can, no, more;

word endings: -s; Initial consonant blends: br, spr, sw, st, sl; initial consonant digraphs: th, wh;

final consonant digraph: -ng, -th. The remaining 8 books continue in a similar pattern and the

series includes a parent guide, stickers, and comprehension discussion questions for the end

of each story. We are enjoying the books and plan to purchase the Level 2: Snack Attack pack

to try next.”

ScotFlower, “I like the series. Rhyme Time Beginning Readers are for kids who are starting to

sound out and read words. The repetitive sentence structures and limiting each book to one

word family enables a gradual and supportive approach to learning to read.I suggest that the

child already know their alphabet both capital and lowercase, know the sound each letter

makes, have done a lesson on the particular word family before jumping into the book, and

have already completed the Level 1 books in the series.Each book repeats a short sentence

and adds extra words each page. Eventually the sentences change completely so there is a



sense of plot and story. For example, the first book is "A slick chick." then "A slick chick named

Nick." which over many pages results in "A slick chick named Nick with a stick on a brick."

which then changes to other sentences like "Oh no! Nick the slick chick is sick."This set

includes 10 story books and 40 stickers. There is a parent guide.Level 2 books very carefully

control the phonetic sounds so as to not introduce too much at once... however blends do pop

up in the text so make sure you teach those sounds before reading the books with blends.

Level 2 books will have more words per book and longer sentences than the level 1 readers.

Rhyme Time is on word families, but the other Level 2 readers focus on long vowel sounds. I

think the level 2 books should be read in this order: Rhyme Time, Snack Attack, and Amazing

Animals. I would not read the books out of order because they are designed to gradually get

harder and build upon prior learning.”

Katie, “My daughter loved level 1 of Now I'm Reading. My daughter loved level 1 of Now I'm

Reading. These are a bit longer, but the words aren't really more difficult to decode. The

rhyming can get a little disorienting and become a distraction to the story line in a few of the

books. My daughter loves reading them though. She likes the modern, all-color illustrations. I

like the case- each book slips into a type of plastic cd-sized sleeve. The whole case fastens

with a magnetic piece that wraps around the hard cover case.The books are small- think cd

case insert- but it's great for little hands. They're paperback too, which is more manageable

than bulky, heavy hardbacks.”

Caroll, “Fun start to reading!. These books are short, fun, and have great illustrations that will

entertain as your child learns to read.”

Root canal, “Super Helpful. These were an excellent help for my son when he started reading

and was reluctant. They are short - lived because they will serve it's purpose in allowing kids

to have fun while reading.  Now I'm selling our stuff used.  Get these series.”

Honest and Helpful, “Awesome set for learning to read. If you want to help your child learn to

read these series are great! There are 10 different books, that cover different phonics sounds

and stickers for reward for each book. I gave my son a sticker as he mastered each book,

without prompting on words from me. The books are cute and funny, as are the illustrations. We

both really enjoyed reading them!”

MwFla, “Well written phonics readers. These are great, short early reading books focused on

phonics. We have had multiple sets in this series, as my son prefers these to some of the

other series, such as bob books.  Highly recommend.”

Britt, “Love these for homeschool!. My special needs son loves these! He loves working to get

the stickers and they are simple but challenging books. Love them!”

Elisabeth, “Best readers out there. As a Montessori teacher, these are the only readers I will

use for my early readers. They’re cute and funny and tell a mini-story while isolating the new

sound to be learned, without “dumbing down” the language. Good colourful illustrations too!

The rhyming and comprehension questions at the end of each book are also helpful.”

RJ2012, “Perfect for beginning readers!. These are mostly phonics based, and highly repetitive.

They are also pretty fun. My daughter loves them.”



Ebook Tops Reader, “This is a fun, interactive way to learn how to read. This is a fun,

interactive way to learn how to read! It appeals to both boys and girls. The stories are colorful,

humorous and the stickers are very motivational!”

The book by Nora Gaydos has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 82 people have provided feedback.
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